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This paper wishes to focus on the film entitled A Time for Drunken Horses (2000) by Bahman Ghobadi, a Kurdish Iranian, and to position its place within a wider context, being that of Iranian film in relation to an international audience. A Time for Drunken Horses (2000) is Bahman Ghobadi’s first feature film and gained global recognition by winning the Caméra d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival in 2000, amongst other prizes and then subsequently found its way to the International Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR) in 2001. The film encompasses many elements that are frequently seen to be ‘generic’ to the Iranian cinema that reaches international audiences, largely through the film festival circuit. 
He uses an austere and economic film style, comparable to a neorealist style of shooting, which lends ‘documentary like style’.  He places an emphasis on the location and local setting, with child actors as main protagonists, which are often linked to humanism and universally accepted themes and displays contemporary social issues. These generic qualities which are often ascribed to Iranian cinema have evolved through a complex history of negotiation between the Iranian government and its filmmakers and have also helped to legitimize its position in the global scene. There is however a risk that exists in this, in that these generic qualities can overshadow some of the more complex issues at hand. This has also lead to criticism on Iranian films which gainhave gained international recognition, as they would establish incorrect representations of the Iranian society.
Therefore when a Kurdish Iranian director reaches the international scene with his first feature film, it is important to retrace its history and account for some of the ‘favorable’ and less ‘favorable’ conditions which led to certain Iranian films gaining widespread recognition. 

In the first part of this essay I will go into the historical background, starting around 1965 up to 2000. In this section I shall pay close attention to the role of the Iranian and International films festivals and how they are intertwined with censorship regulations. 
This places it in a historical context which is not only complex as regards different debates surrounding film studies but even more so in relation to the social, cultural and political conditions of Iran both prior to and to following and after the revolution. The main aspects I will be focusing on are censorship, the cinematic style which is often compared to Italian neo-realism and its ‘documentary like’ qualities, the role of locations and physical space, child actors and the humanist genre.  The combination of aesthetic qualities and social issues has given rise to a diverse discourse between audience members, film critics and academics alike.  It is a debate which is not only focused on aesthetic concerns but also social cultural and political concerns with each containing their ideological implications.

In the second part of the essay I will focus on Bahman’s Ghobadi’s a Time for Drunken Horses (2000) and how it positioned itself in the on the global scene, and mainly it’s position at the 2001 International Film Festival Rotterdam. The aim of my essay is to investigate a debut film, and particularly its place within the context of Iranian films that reach an international audience. My reasoning for this is twofold. 


















During the pre-revolution period in the 60’s in Iran, one could distinguish between three distinct genres of cinema.  The first one being ‘film farsi’, which was a commercial genre of cinema that was locally produced and which imitated several Western and non-Western countries one of these being Egypt.  In addition, there were the imported foreign films and finally the Iranian intellectual cinema. The latter comprised young, educated middle class Iranians who embraced cinema as an intellectual medium that offered the possibility of engagement in cultural conversations as well as social criticism. “Emerging social realism in films challenged the older escapist narratives and assembled decor” (Farahmand 2010, 270).  One of these films was Daryush Mehrjiu’s film The Cow (1968). 


In Neorealim Iranian Style (2012), Hamid Naficy states that Daryush Mehrjiu’s film The Cow (1968) became an important guidepost for subsequent Iranian films such as  Mehrjiu’s tThe Postman (1972). The stylistic, textual and authorial author-like features closely resembled that of Italian neorealism, but were more ‘hybrid’ in their production due the fact they were caught between the intellectual cry for political engagement and the governmental funding which was set on profit. Thus, these Iranian films used long shots and long takes, combined with an invisible style in continuity editing and filming. The locations were mainly exterior, filmed with lighting and the actors consisted of professional as well as non-professional actorspersons. Thematically the films tended to focus on a slice out of the ordinary life of people, revealed social criticism and often had ambiguous or unhappy endings (Naficy 2012, 272). Not only did these films challenge the more ‘popular genre’, but it also challenged the stern censorship restrictions that were in place

Dating back to approximately 1920, censorship rules were aimed at the exhibition of films and thus at the exposure of Western morals.  Film censorship became fully institutionalized in 1950 by a committee made up of the police chief and representatives from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Culture (MCA), as well as the Department of Publications and Broadcasting (DPB). Then in 1968, the supervision of films was reallocated to the Ministry of Culture and Arts (MCA). The focus of this agency was, among other edicts, to forbid films that were subversive to Islam and Shi’ism and were critical of the monarchy and showed the country’s poverty that would contradict the ‘message’ of governmental pride and national prosperity (Farahmand 2002, 88).
The MCA which funded the production of several intellectual films during the 60’s, including Daryush Mehrjiu’s The Cow (1968), ended up delaying their exhibition or banning them altogether, as many of them depicted the poor suburbs of Tehran (Zeydabadi-Nejad 2010, 33).  Here in liesThis shows one of the first peculiarities in Iranian cinema as the MCA gave preference to funding projects which they deemed more prestigious and adhered to modernist values. The irony is that this eventually turned out to subvert the restrictions they themselves had imposed (Naficy 2012, 227). 
The film eventually was released, after the MCA ordered Daryush Mehrjiu to add an opening statement to his film saying that it had taken place prior to the Pahlavi era (Zeydabadi-Nejad 2010, 33). It went on to win the International Critic’s Award at the 1970 Venice International Film Festival. His second feature film, The Postman (1972), won the Interfilm Award at the 1972 Forum of New Cinema in Berlin.

In her article entitled ‘Disentangling the International Festival Circuit: Genre and Iranian Cinema (2010), Azadeh Farahmand noted that The Postman (1972) received international attention which “situated the film as a third-world allegory, while the director was positioned as a rising auteur” (270).  Here she alludes to these first instances of the European ‘inception’ in Iranian Cinema.  She argues that the Tehran International Film Festival (TIFF) formed one of the first ‘favourable’ sites for further ‘genrefying’ Iranian intellectual cinema (269).  The festival ran from 1972-1977 and had a wide international outreach, which brought together many prominent people in the film industry. They in turn engaged in discussion and debates not only about Iranian Films but international films as well (Farahmand 2010, 269). According to Azedah Farahmand “The Iranian New Wave was ultimately genrefied during the operation of the Tehran International Film Festival”.. “foreign journalists who attended the festival started to write about the surge of a distinct group of films that seemed to diverge from past filmmaking traditions in the country” (Farahmand 2010, 270-272). 






Shortly after the revolution, and the institutionalization of an official Islamic republic, Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini targeted institutions that would counter Islamic values and were seen to promote Westernization. This in turn, led to the destruction and burning down of 180 movie houses and cinemas nationwide; not only were cinemas ‘purified’, but also many of the moviemakers, entertainers and actors were sidelined, silenced or banned (Naficy 2012, 232). 
During the 80’s the Islamic regime adjusted their attitude towards cinema, en and reinstated it as an educational tool for the people and for the promotion of Islamic values in accordance towith the government’s own ideological framework (Farahmand 2002, 88-89). 
Many of the censorship criteria that were imposed prior to the revolution were still being enforced, except for the films portraying revolt and the toppling of Western-style governments and some of the pre-revolution ‘New Wave’ films (Farahmand 2002, 88). Thus the stylistic tendencies of the Iranian ‘New Wave’ films slowly started to find their way back into the national cinemas. 

Following the revolution, the main agency in control of censorship, film production and distribution, was the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance (MCIG), which was headed by the moderate cleric Mohammad Khatami (who would go on to win the presidential elections in 1997). 
The MCIG soon set up the Farabi Cinema Foundation (FCF) as an executive branch of the MCIG in 1983 (Farahmand 2002, 89). Khatami appointed Anvar as head of the cinema department of the MCIG and Beheshti as head of the FCF. Both of them were already acquainted with cinema before the revolution, and were set on improving production and viewing facilities. Although this was initially done to promote Islamic ideological films, they did improve the national film industry, by lowering production costs and promoting films that could be culturally exchanged between East and West (Zeydabadi-Neyad 2010, 40). 
The MCIG and FCF did however maintain a monopolizing hold by its control to regulate the national film industry with regards to the production, distribution, issuing loans and subsidies, as well as the import and export of films to international film festivals (Farahmand 2002, 90).

Iranian Art Cinema as Institution 

In her article entitled ‘Disentangling the International Festival Circuit: Genre and Iranian Cinema (2010), Azadeh Farahmand states that Ddespite of the strict regulations they played an intrinsic role in marking Iranian films to international film festival.  The MCIG and the FCF noticed soon that the ideological heavy handed films which followed the revolution and the Iran Iraq war proved hard to market to an international audience (272), and started to look to Iranian productions that seemed to employ less overt ideological themes.  
The humanist genre which followed after the revolution, and became a predominant theme in Iranian films reaching an international audience during the 80’s and 90’s, not only countered the images of Iran depicted in the Western media of that time but also the ideological national productions (Farahmand 2010, 272). The humanism genre showed a culture in which norms and values had the upper hand through optimism and ethicalism as opposed to moralism, notand where the emphasis is not on the individual plays a central, but rather it focuses on the ways in which people need each other in difficult times (Naficy 2001, 178). The humanist genre frequently contained a so-called ‘messianic message’ which aimed at providing a perspective or a more positive outlook for better times to come.  This ‘messianic message’ did not manifest itself through religion or personification but rather through something or someone disconnected to religion, such as a child. The underlying message was thus humanistic.  The actions of a child were used to give expression to notions such as unselfishness, compassion and optimism (Naficy 2001, 178). 
Several directors, such as Abbas Kiarostami, Jafar Panahi, and Mohsen Makhmalbaf are known for making films which employed a humanist outlook on Iranian society. The humanism which was brought about by children and their narratives played a predominant role in many of their films (Naficy 2001, p.179). There has been a lengthy history inof the role of the child in Iranian cinema. The use of child actors dates back to the 1960’s, but they played a more predominant role after the revolution, partially as the result of dropping actors from the pre-revolutionary era, pairedcombined with the fact that they could be usesd as ‘substitutes’ for adults in order to avoid certain censorship restrictions. The image of Iran after the revolution was frequently pessimistic and lacked a sense of humanity with ongoing political struggle betweenat the borders and with Western powers.  The role of child actors facilitated a different representation of Iran as a way to reflect and represent the different ethnic groups (Sadr 2002, 227-231), although they also introduced aspects such as “the alienation of children and youth, unemployment, violence and broken families” to the screen (Sadr 2002, 232). 
Another interesting aspect of contemporary Iranian cinema is the way in which it uses different locations and the role these play in the structure of the film.  It offers viewers the opportunity to see the country and type of culture it represents. For viewers from outside Iran it offers an interesting look into an unknown landscape and lifestyle of its people.  For both native and non-native viewsviewers, it can establish a positive or negative representation of Iran.  The films are often interpreted as a cultural or political stage for the filmmaker and used to portray their state of mind, as well as of those of the different characters (Saeed-Vafa 2002, 202).  Numerous Iranian films are filmed on location, on a small budget and allow the simplicity of technique and location to tell the story.  It is because of this that many Iranian films are said to have a neorealist or documentary style, which in would help to ensure arealistic representation to the viewer (Saeed-Vafa 2002, 200-202).  Filming in urban or rural settings may offer the viewer new information about the culture, structure, traditions and social conditions of a country.  Due to Iran’s religious background, outside settings were often chosen for filming. Thus viewers started to interpret outside spaces formas a metaphor for the inner world of the characters (Saeed-Vafa 2002, 201).
The use of child actors, locational shooting and the humanist genre started to become predominant elements that could be universally appreciated and interpreted and furthermore didn’t seem to strongly undermine any Islamic values either. Nor did the government see it as too explicitly or even implicitly fundamentally opposing or criticizing the ruling power structures and thus welcomed films with child actors and humanist themes (Naficy 2001, p.179).

One of the first Iranian films which was delegated by the FCF and gained international recognition in the film festival circuit was Massood Jaafari-Jouzani’s film Cold Roads (1985). 
The Berlin Film Festival celebrated the film for its “simplicity and humanist insight” in 1987 (Farahmand 2010, 274). The film contained elements which soon were to become emblematic of other Iranian Ffilms to follow. The film was shot in a village and centered around a child protagonist who sets out on a journey to obtain medicine for his sick father. According to Farahmand (2010) the film struck a note with the audience as it didn’tdid not make any explicit references to the political system or religious propaganda and stood in stark contrast with the images of Iran that circulated in Western Mmedia, and thus affirmed the FCF’s attempts in marketing such films abroad (274). 
The FCF started to establish key contacts with international film festival directors such as David Streiff, who was during the 80’s the director of the Locarno International Film Festival. The FCF invited prominent members of the international film festival circuit to the annual Iranian Fajr Film Festival, so that they could view and give advice on the logistics and application processes for Iranian films to be submitted to international film festivals. These films included Abbas Kiarostami’s film Where is my friend’s Home? (1987), This film as well centered around the quest of a young male protagonist who embarked on a journey in order to return his classmate’s notebook he took by mistake (Farahmand 2010, 274).
According to Farahmand (2010) this reinforced “a set of visual and narrative qualities that many forthcoming Iranian films replicated and that many critics and festival programmers pointed out as unique to Iranian cinema” (274).
During the 1990’s the presence of Iranian films at international film festivals continued to rise and according to Farahmand (2010) they kept being applauded for their poetic simplicity and  humanity and their humanist and philosophical themes (274). 




Besides the ‘generic’ qualities, that hit a notestruck a cord with Western viewers, of Iranian cinema that Farahmand (2010) describes, there were other local and geopolitical reasons for Iranian cinema gaining international presence. During the early Nineties the cost of film production rose, there was an increasing inflation and a removal of government subsidies. Iranian filmmakers thus had to look for alternative sources to finance their films, such as through international film festivals. Due to increasing inflation it became profitable for foreign production companies and distributors to invest in Iranian film productions. The international presence of Iranian films reached a high of 1155 in 2000 (Zeydabadi-Nejad 2010, 33) This expanded market led to an increase in international film exhibition, which yielded higher returns for the filmmakers as well as the investment made by foreign production and distribution companies such as the French production and distribution company MK2 (Farahmand 2002, 93-94). Moreover, conditions for Iranian films improved considerably during Mohammed Kathami´s presidential term, as the government ceased its exclusive control over Iranian films with regards to their promotion and distribution to international markets, although they still had to pass the final censorship verdict. 
The censorship verdict however dramatically changed after 1997 and during Kathami’s presidential term. Kathami appointed Ayatollah Mohajerni as the new head of the MCIG, whilst Seyfollah Dad became the new cinema deputy (Zeydabadi-Nejad 2010, 49). Dad ensured instrumental changes for filmmakers receiving more equal opportunities and privileges, as he abolished the rule that films would be judgesd on their content matter and ensured that films would instead be judged on their aesthetics. This was a huge change as opposed to the previous year when one of the longest censorship documents was drawn up, containing 95 rules. This move causesd previous banned films to be shown and former veteran ‘New Wave’ filmmakers to resume their career (Zeydabadi-Nejad 2010, 48-50).





Bahman Ghobadi and A Time for Drunken Horses (2000)

Bahman Ghobadi was born in 1969 in Baneh, a small town in the province of Iranian Kurdistan. At an early age he became interested in photography which formed the basis of his interest in film. Later he went on to study film in the Faculty of Cinema in Teheran.    
From 1991 up till 1999, before producing his first feature film A Time for Drunken Horses (2000), he directed 19 short films and documentaries which all focused on the Kurdish people in and on the borders of Iran. 
The majority of the Kurdish population lives in a mountainous area between Turkey, Syria Iraq and Iran.  Roughly 10-20 million Kurds live in Turkey, another 3.5 to 5 million live in Iraq and a further 10 million in Iran. They constitute approximately 7% of Iran’s population. They are an ethnic group indigenous to that region but are a nation without a state. In Iran the Kurds have been victims of religious and ethnic discrimination. They have been subjected to the war between Iran and Iraq and forceful displacement and killings by Saddam Hussein’s Iraqi regime (Sadr 2006 p.284.)





International Film Festival Rotterdam 2001

The 2001 International Film Festival Rotterdam seems to be a striking example of the above discussion. It featured 8 Iranian directors who were both part of the early ‘New Wave’ movement as well as post-revolutionary directors. 6 feature films were screened as ‘main programme features, one of them being a documentary, and one two-part film was screened under a special program selection called ‘on the waterfront’. The 5 fictional Iranian films which were shown as main program features were; Smell of Camphor, Fragrance of Jasmine (2000) by veteran ‘New Wave’ director Bahman Farmanara, Blackboards (2000) by Samira Makhmalbaf, The Circle (2000) by Jafar Panahi (2000), Daughters of the Sun (2000) by Maryam Shahriar and A time for Drunken Horses (2000) by Bahaman Ghobadi. These films dealt quite openly with an array of contemporary issues such as Ddeath, the hardship of the Kurdish minorities, the oppression of woman and the cross-dressing and unveiling of women. A Time for Drunken Horses (2000) was well received, as it was listed in the top 10 audience choice and subsequently went on to show in Dutch theaters from 22nd March 2001 running 7 prints (Holland Film News, 2002). The Dutch Magazine SRIEN listed it in the top 10 movies in theaters in May 2001 (Skrien, 2001). 

The 2001 IFFR festival catalog of the film gives a short interpretation of the film, after giving a plot summary and background information about the director. The interpretation of the film read;: 

In his moving debut film, Ghobadi, himself from Iranian Kurdistan, sketches a documentary and realistic picture of the harsh life of his homeland. However the film also expresses great warmth, as in the tight bond between the brothers and sisters. Ghobadi successfully used non-professional actors, most of them from the same family. The title of the film is based on an old custom in this border area: in order to keep themselves and their horses going on their barren trips through the frozen and snow-covered mountain passes, the smugglers operating in this region drink a lot of liquor and also give some to their horses occasionally (IFFR, 2001). 

Here we notice that that the catalog provided us not only information of the film, but rather interpretive information. Subsequent to the viewing of the film several reviews of the films came out in different Dutch newspapers and magazines. Interesting to note is that some of the reviews differ quite a bit from the others. Mainly on the previous points which have been discussed, such as the neorealist or documentary style of filming, the use of locations, non-professional child actors, and its subject matter. 

The reviewers which discuss the documentary or neorealist style of filming seem to differ in opinion between them. One of the reviewers (Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, 2001) notes that the camera maintains a distance from its subjects by using long takes and long shots. According to the reviewer this allows the viewer to be emotionally moved by the story without being emotionally ‘manipulated’ by subjective camera techniques. According to the reviewer the emotional strength of this film, lies in the fact that the film is remarkably able to critically address the social and political problems the Kurdish people face. Where other Iranian films maintain a certain distance from their subject matter, this film takes the viewer along in the suffering of the Kurdish people according to the reviewer. 
Another reviewer (Linssen, 2001) also highlights the observational distance of the camera, but states that his cinematographic style resembles that of classical European social realist traditions. Furthermore she states that he uses mainly continuity editing that supports the narrative linear structure. Because of this the film maintains an observational distance and does not seem to explicitly want to depict a ‘real’ story. She also states that the film refrains itself from using metaphors as opposed to the films The Wind Will Carry Us and Blackboard. 
Two of the reviewers (Ockhuyzen, 2001 / Wijngaarden 2001) emphasize the documentary style and attribute this to a ‘raw style’ of filming combined with the frequent use of handheld tracking shots. According to the reviewers this style lays an emphasis on the smuggling routes Ayoub embarks on and the treacherous danger from Iraqi soldiers that surrounds him. 
Two of the reviews (Graaf, 2001 / Agt, 2001) place a strong emphasis on the fact that Ghobadi holds true to the Iranian tradition of directors, such as Kiarostami and Makhmalbaf, by concentrating on the  role of children in the film. They both state that the film maintains a distance from reality due to the innocence of the children and the fact thaty they do not quite belong to the ‘reality’ of the adult world. One of the reviewers states that it is mainly a children’s  film in which not only the children practice adult tasks for the future, but also see this debut film of Ghobadi as a ‘practice’ film for his future career. Even though Ayoub takes care of the family, the final decisions are made by the uncle according to the reviewer.  According to the reviewer, the ‘shock’ of seeing Madi’s distorted body is the only element that pulls the film out of the status of being a children’s film and into the ‘real’ world. The reviewer further states that even though the ‘images’ resemble that of the documentary, the film remains a fictional feature film. 
What is notable, is that even though the film is able to address its subject matter in a more direct way then previously possible due to censorship restrictions, the films is still interpreted on many different levels. Many of the reviewers refer to other Iranian directors who have used similar themes and elements in their films and interpret the elements in Ghobadi’s film on that premise. 

In A Time for Drunken Horses (2000), Ghobadi employs different methods to obtain a certain level of authenticity in his film. The tension between fact and fiction he manages to reach, lies mainly in his use of his cinematographic style combined with his subject matter. 
The cinematography he uses draws upon the neorealist tendencies of Iranian filmmakers before and after the revolution. 
His style is mostly ‘observational’, where he uses medium and long shots combined with long takes. This style is not only comparable to that of neorealism but also to that of a documentary. Although the ending of the film is left open to interpretation the narrative of the film is linear and supported by cause and effect. Furthermore, the voice-over of Ameneh, gives the viewer important information on the story and the motivations of the characters. This has only been noticed, or at least highlighted in one of the reviews (6). 
Whilst Ghobadi uses a more linear narrative and a direct subject matter in his film to heighten the emotional impact he also does the same with the landscape, as he has stated in an interview.

The two defining characteristics of Kurdish life are suffering and hardship. I have always seen Kurds suffering from agony and pain. At the same time, Kurdistan’s nature is so exquisite with beautiful landscapes. This poses a problem for me as a filmmaker depicting the suffering of the Kurds. If I parade characters like Ayoub or Maadi across Kurdistan’s gorgeous landscape in the spring or the fall, my viewers’ eyes will be stunned by the postcard beauties of Kurdistan, and people with their miseries will disappear in the landscapes. I felt snow was the best element to use to cover these landscapes (Eleftherioti 2010, 157 quoting Ghobadi).




















Iranian cinema is vast and diverse, as are the historical cultural, political and social aspects of Iran itself.  I have touched only briefly on some of these aspects, in an attempt to highlight certain of these for the purpose of this paper.  My main goal has been to provide an overview of how an Iranian film debut film is situated in a national and global framework. 
The article Disentangling the International Festival Circuit: Genre and Iranian Cinema (2010), by Azadeh Farahmand provides a geopolitical and institutional reading which takes both views into account, those from an Iranian perspective as well as those from an international one. She stresses how certain aspects of Iranian cinema have become generic qualities that form a representation which can overshadow some of the more complex issues in Iranian society. This in turn problematizes the ‘reading’ of a debut film, when it uses similar qualities but yet tries to speak from its own perspective. 
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